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Structure in a Confined Smectic Liquid Crystal with Competing Surface and Sample Elasticities
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We report on studies using the x-ray surface forces apparatus (XSFA) to compare the structure of
a liquid crystal confined between hard surfaces and, for the first time, between soft surfaces that can
deform due to the stresses imposed by the confined fluid. We find that the alignment of smectic
domains in confined films depends critically on both the shape and compliance of the confining walls
or surfaces: “Soft surfaces” exhibit a critical gap thickness of 3.4mm for the liquid crystal studied at
which maximum alignment occurs, while “hard surfaces” do not exhibit gap-dependent alignment.

PACS numbers: 61.30.Eb, 82.70.Kj
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The interplay between the intrinsic length scales of
system, such as the domain size, particle size, or mole
lar dimension, and the length scale due to confinemen
of fundamental scientific importance. Simple and com
plex fluids undergo significant changes in their structu
and rheological behavior as they are progressively co
fined between narrowing walls [1,2]. The understandi
of these new fluid properties is of both intrinsic and pra
tical interest ranging from thin film lubrication to catalysi
and separations. The effects of confinement on mole
lar structure and dynamics have been studied theoretic
with molecular dynamics simulations [3,4,5] and expe
mentally by probing porous media having different po
sizes using techniques such as spectroscopy [1], calori
try [6], neutron scattering [7], and the surface forces app
ratus (SFA) technique [8,9,10]. The SFA is the only tec
nique that allowsin situ control of gap separations span
ning a wide range from microns to angstroms. The SF
has been used to study direct forces, frictional forces, a
rheological properties of confined fluids at the molec
lar level [11]. Recently, the merging of the SFA with
the powerful, noninvasive technique of x-ray diffraction t
create the x-ray surface forces apparatus (XSFA) [12] h
yielded a formidable new tool for studying confineme
phenomena in the mesoscopic regime of length sca
the XSFA is capable of imaging the structure of confine
complex fluids nondestructively and on length scales fro
nanometers to microns.

Traditionally, the surfaces used in SFA experiments
well as in past work with the XSFA [12,13,14] have bee
mica sheets, rigidly attached to hard silica-glass dis
We have developed two new types of surface mountin
shown in Fig. 1, which allow the effects of surfac
geometry and flexibility (i.e., the elastic deformations o
the surfaces) to be explored. For the purposes of t
paper, “surface” refers to the actual surface in conta
with the fluid, as well as its underlying support. T
create a “soft” surface [Fig. 1(b)] a hole in an aluminum
0031-9007y96y76(9)y1477(4)$06.00
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cylindrical disk is covered with a thin3 mm sheet of
mica. This thin sheet is somewhat flexible, and significa
distortion of two approaching surfaces can be observ
when a fluid sample is squeezed between them into g
less than1 mm. To create a “hard” surface [Fig. 1(c)] the
hole is first covered with a sheet of quartz glass, which
then covered with a thin mica sheet. These hard surfac
while not as stiff as the conventional silica disks use
in SFA experiments, are quite rigid and do not defor
appreciably when compressing the sample.

In this Letter, we will discuss the behavior of th
liquid crystal 8CB, confined between two hard or tw
soft surfaces. When confined between two soft surfac
the smectic phase exhibits a critical gap for alignme
(orientational coarsening) which is not seen in the ca
of hard surface confinement.

The experiments were conducted at the Stanford S
chrotron Radiation Laboratory beamline 6-2 using the
pole wiggler; 8 keV x-rays were used for all measur
ments. The beam was collimated using a150 mm pin-

FIG. 1. (a) Surface geometry in an XSFA experiment showi
the x rays scattered by a sample confined between t
cylindrical surfaces (disk mounts) with radius of curvatur
20 mm. (b) “Soft surfaces” consisting of a thin mica she
(,3–5 mm thick) glued to the disk surface only around th
central hole. (c) “Hard surfaces” are constructed by fir
gluing a thin sheet of quartz glass over the hole, followe
by the mica sheet. The molecular structure of 8CB (
cyano-4′-octylbiphenyl) is shown in (d). This system forms
smectic liquid crystalline phase at room temperature as sho
schematically and described in the text.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1477
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hole and was then passed through the sample and s
tered into a 180 mm diameter two-dimensional imagin
plate detector. The instrument was aligned to produce
in-plane resolution of0.002 Å21 while the resolution in
the azimuthalsxd direction was 0.3±. Images were ex-
posed for 20 min for soft surfaces and for 106 monitor
counts (,10 min) for hard surfaces. This detector allow
the mosaic and orientation of the sample to be determin
quickly, enabling multiple gaps to be reasonably studie

The mica sheets used in these experiments were
vered on their back surfaces before being installed in
the XSFA. This allowed the gap between the surfaces
be determined by passing yellow sodium light through t
sample and observing the sharpened Newton’s rings
the other side, using a microscope. The mica sheets
oriented such that the crystallographic axes of both s
faces are rotated 90± with respect to each other. The ga
was measured at the point of contact of the two cross
cylinders; there is still sample in the beam due to t
curvature of the surfaces and the finite size of the x-r
beam. During experiments, the surfaces were accesse
multaneously by x rays and optical light by means of al
minized Mylar mirrors. The two surfaces can be shear
using a piezoelectric bimorph device applying shear
constant velocity.

The role of the surface stiffness can best be describ
by comparing the surface elasticity with the sample “ela
ticity.” In the case of the hard silica disks used in mo
SFA experiments, the elasticity of the fluid sample is a
ways much smaller than that of the confining surfaces
that surface deformations can be ignored. However, as
confining gap decreases, the viscous and elastic force
the confined liquid crystal generally increase [15,16,17].
these forces increase to the point where they approach
exceed the stiffness of the surfaces, the latter will defo
and the nature of the confinement will be fundamenta
different. With hard surfaces, the fluid is forced to con
form with the shapes of the surfaces at all times; with s
surfaces, the surfaces deform to accommodate the stre
and structure of the confined fluid.

In this work, we report results of x-ray diffraction
studies on confinement-induced alignment effects in t
common smectic liquid crystal 8CB [Fig. 1(d)] whos
structure under bulk flow has been previously chara
terized [18,19,20] and is thus ideal for this study. Th
three possible orthogonal orientations of a layered sm
tic phase on a surface are described in Fig. 1(d). Thea
orientation is shown in Fig. 1(d) where the layer normaln̂
is parallel to the surfaces but orthogonal to the shear
locity directionsvd. In theb orientation, the layer normal
and shear velocity point in the same direction. Note th
this arrangement is intrinsically unfavorable as the she
will deform the layered structure. Finally, in thec ori-
entation, the layer normal lies perpendicular to the tw
surfaces, along thez direction. Under static conditions
8CB is known to lie in the parallel or “planar” orientation
1478
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on a mica surface [21], and so we do not expect to o
serve the perpendicular (“homeotropic” orc) orientation.

For all the samples which have been studied, wh
the mica crystallographic axis has been randomly
with respect to the surface cylindrical axis, we obser
that the liquid crystal orientational peaks occur rough
over the same angularx range. The mechanical loadin
process, which unavoidably involves flow, initially selec
the observed average layer direction.

FIG. 2. (a) X-ray orientation scan showing the alignment
smectic layers between two soft surfaces for three different g
clearly shows the significant alignment occurring at a critic
gap of 3.4 mm. (b) Orientation scans for a sample confine
between two hard surfaces. Note that the degree of orienta
does not change significantly with gap. (c) Plot of the pe
width versus gap for 8CB confined between soft surfac
(closed circles) and for hard surfaces (open circles). Beca
these two measurements are done with different lineups,
integrated intensities of the different peaks for different ru
cannot be compared. Within a single experiment, the integra
peak intensities do scale with the gap.
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X-ray diffraction scans for 8CB confined betwee
two SOFT surfaces are shown in Fig. 2(a). The to
curve shows an orientational scan at a gap ofD 
5.8 mm, yielding a mosaic angle of 6.8±. When the
surfaces are brought closer toD  3.4 mm, the mosaic
sharpens substantially to 2.0±. This is indicative of
an extremely well-oriented system and suggests t
an “orientational coarsening” (to well-oriented domain
within the sample) had occurred between 5.8 and3.4 mm.
Surprisingly, when the gap is further decreased to1.0 mm,
the orientational ordering decreases as the mosaic an
increases to 7.4±, effectively destroying the previous
order. In contrast, for 8CB confined between two ha
surfaces [Fig. 2(b)], the mosaic is essentially consta
over the same range of gap widths. The mosaics for
hard and soft surfaces are compared in Fig. 2(c), wh
clearly demonstrates that the orientational coarsening s
between the soft surfaces is absent between the h
surfaces. These scans were derived from two-dimensio
images by measuring the intensity as a function of an
on a circle of radius corresponding to the layer spaci
8CB (31.73 Å). The scans have been offset by 0, 60
and 2000 counts, respectively, in Fig. 2(a) and by 0, 20
and 500 counts in Fig. 2(b). The direction of orientatio
depends on the alignment of the XSFA and the actu
position of the point of contact of the two surface
for a given experiment, the orientation direction did n
change.

If a liquid crystal sample is confined between tw
arbitrarily shaped surfaces, the alignment at small ga
would be determined both by the surface geometry a
the “epitaxial” ordering imposed by the two surfac
lattices. In general, since neither the shape nor
two lattices are perfectly aligned, imperfect orderin
of molecules or domains would result as shown
Fig. 3(a). If the gap is increased, the grain bounda
energy arising from the different domains present wou
be expected to linearly increase with the gap siz
This is because as a domain, which is in contact w
both surfaces at small gaps, grows, the area in con
with the surfaces does not change, yet the rest of
area does increase to accommodate the growing dom
volume. This increase in surface energy as a function
increasing gap would provide a driving force for doma
coarsening. In the case of soft surfaces, the initia
curved surfaces deform and flatten on approach. T
pliant surfaces now allow the defects to migrate a
anneal out when the gap is increased. This would acco
for the domain coarsening observed between the s
deformable surfaces as the gap thickness increase
,3 mm [Fig. 3(b)]. In the case of hard surfaces th
do not distort during their approach, domain defec
such as splay distortions, are pinned and cannot ea
align, mutually orient, fuse, or anneal as the sample
squeezed, resulting in a roughly constant mosaic size
distribution with changing gap thickness.
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FIG. 3. The orientational coarsening seen in soft surfa
confinement is shown schematically where many small doma
at small gap (a) merge into a large, singly oriented domain
medium gap (b). This effect can be very clearly seen for t
soft surface case while no similar effect is seen for the ha
surfaces. At very large gaps (c), the surfaces align the nea
sample while the center of the sample remains in a bulk pow
form. Lightly shaded domains are aligned by the top surfa
while dark domains are aligned by the bottom surface in t
schematic.

The phenomenon can also be understood by conside
the effects of decreasing the gap. At large gaps, the sam
would be a randomly oriented bulk powder. The soft su
faces can deform. This enables them to (i) retain the larg
intrinsically singly oriented grains in the gap, and (ii) reor
ent the confined domains along a common axis [Fig. 3(b
However, as the thickness was further reduced, a decre
alignment was observed [Fig. 2(c)]. Observation of t
surfaces with Newton’s rings revealed that highly loca
ized surface distortions, resulting from the competition b
tween surface elasticity and the increasing elasticity of
confined fluid, become enhanced in gaps less than1 mm,
forcing the singly oriented domains to fracture into ma
smaller grains to conform to the preferred surface alig
ment imposed by the surface geometry.

This domain orientational ordering is a dramatic exa
ple of new structural and rheological behavior arising
confined geometries when the effective elasticity of t
confined fluid material competes with the elasticity of th
confining surfaces. This effect is in addition to, but qui
different from, the ordering produced in thin films b
favorable surface-fluid intermolecular, such as epitax
interactions.

Strikingly different behavior was observed under she
flow. The results show that similar shear-induced alig
ment occurs in both soft and hard surfaces (shown
soft surfaces only in Fig. 4). The shear has been app
along thex  0± direction. Figure 4(a) shows a typi
cal two-dimensional x-ray diffractogram where the sme
tic peaks can be seen for a 4000 Å thick sample at r
(no shear), with a mosaic of 9.5±. When a500 s21 shear
is applied, the sample orients in the purea orientation
[cf. Fig. 1(d)] with a mosaic of 3.2± [Fig. 4(b)], demon-
strating the strong shear-induced ordering and alignme
One-dimensional orientational scans derived from the
images are shown in Fig. 4(c), quantitatively illustratin
the effect of shear-induced alignment. Our best case sh
alignment is shown in Fig. 4(d) where a mosaic angle o
1479
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FIG. 4. Alignment of 8CB between two shearing surface
separated by a gap of 4000 Å is clearly demonstrated in
two images shown in (a) with zero shear and in (b) whe
the shear has been increased to500 s21. The shear has been
applied along thex  0± direction. Linear orientational scans
corresponding to these two-dimensional images are shown
(c) for no shear (closed circles) and for applied shear (op
circles). The plot in (d) demonstrates the best alignment
have obtained with this technique, producing a mosaic of on
1.35±.

1.3± was obtained. These results indicate that the noneq
librium flow-induced forces dominate over the surfac
forces on the liquid crystal orientation at these shear rat

We have demonstrated that the domain orientatio
structure of a layered smectic-A liquid crystal depen
critically on the mechanical properties, such as the fle
bility, of the confining surfaces or walls. The removal o
the hard wall constraint allows for a competition betwee
surface and sample elasticities (or stresses), resulting
new structural behavior in the confined fluid. Althoug
soft confinement alone can enhance the alignment
molecules or domains within a sample, the applicati
of shear produces additional alignment effects that w
also compete with and often dominate over the effects
“static” confinement. Our findings show that the stress
and microstructures produced on surfaces and in confi
fluids depend not only on the geometry of the confinin
surfaces but also on their mechanical properties.

These findings therefore suggest that to reduce h
stresses, frictional losses, and surface damage of,
example, machine components, a consideration of surf
shape alone is not sufficient for optimum performance
the mechanical properties of the underlying substra
material may be just as crucial for obtaining desirab
1480
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properties, and its consideration adds another variable
design strategies.
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